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The problem of the twentieth century is the problem of the color line. 

--W.E.B. Du Bois1 
 

We stand today on the edge of a new frontier—the frontier of the 1960s—a frontier of 
unknown opportunities and perils—a frontier of unfulfilled hopes and threats.  

--John F. Kennedy2 
 

 

“I’m somebody else! I’m white, white! WHITE! Does that answer you?...Then please, 

Mama, will you go?” This plea from Sarah Jane to be somebody else is the last time she 

speaks to her mother, Annie, in Imitation of Life (1959). This color line is the “red thread” of 

this essay. Socially, politically, economically, technologically--culturally, the twentieth 

century was a time of change. World War I (1914-18), the so-called Age of Prosperity (1922-

29), the Worldwide Great Depression (1929-41), World War II (1939-45), and the Cold War 

(1947-89) exemplify these changes both literally and figuratively. World War II changed the 

nation’s historical unconscious, primarily, because of the Holocaust and the newly developed 

atomic bomb. For the first time in history, humanity possessed the power, psychologically and 

technologically, to destroy itself--and it almost did. Furthermore, the United States 

government assumed more power than ever before, and was the world leader. And more 

importantly were the social changes such as the women’s movement and, especially, the Civil 

Rights Movement that developed in the post-World War II society.   

In particular, the 1950s were a time of paradox. It was a time of prosperity that 

allowed new inventions to spread, such as televisions, ballpoint pens, and Polaroid cameras. 

The white middle class moved to Suburbia and had a close commitment to being good 

Protestants. And although the times were not political, the nation was grappling with African-

Americans who were especially dissatisfied with their socially and legally prescribed 
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positions. Racial and ethnic prejudices, concerns about purity, and significance of skin color 

have a unique importance in the United States. According to Austin Sarat, the post-World 

War II period completed the United States Constitution, thanks to the beginnings of the Civil 

Rights Movement generated in Oliver Brown et al. vs. Board of Education of Topeka et al. 

Although African-Americans of this time saw this opinion as profoundly important and 

inspiring, the white culture in the United States resisted and responded with anger.  

Fannie Hurst began the Imitation tradition in 1933 with her novel that includes a 

widowed white woman and a single black woman, their kids, and everyone’s successes and 

failures. John Stahl made the first filmic adaptation in 1934, and Douglas Sirk made the 

second in 1959. These primary sources embody relevant issues of class, race, gender, 

motherhood, and labor. Of importance here is the 1959 version. In the beginning, Lora (white) 

meets Annie (black), who offers to be her maid. Lora has periodic love interests that 

sometimes enhance or hurt her career but always cause trouble for her daughter. Annie is 

almost always left to herself, only ever working in the kitchen; whereas, the white woman is 

an actress. Each woman has a daughter: Susie (white) and Sarah Jane (“black”). Susie grows 

up missing her mother but unlike Sarah Jane attends a private school. Sarah Jane represents 

the narrative’s resistance, as she passes for white. By using this character type, Hurst, Stahl, 

and Sirk were continuing a long tradition of “passing” in African-American literature. 

“Passing,” as a filmic narrative, was especially common in the 1940s and 1950s. In Imitation, 

Sarah Jane continually confronts challenges because she has white skin, when she is actually 

black, according to her mother and society. Sarah Jane never attempts to debunk assumptions 

of her “whiteness.” Sarah Jane is born to be hurt. 
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Historically, this paper will track currents of resistance to the Supreme Court’s Brown. 

Filmically, this paper will build from the theoretical work of three scholars. I will use Donald 

Bogle’s notion of the “tragic mulatto” figure. Dominant cinema’s constructions of African-

Americans are derogatory and stereotypical such that their characters fit into five categories: 

“toms,” “coons,” “mulattoes,” “mammies,” and “bucks.” The “mulatto,” due to his/her 

background is doomed to a life of suffering, disappointment, and “passing.”  Also, according 

to Juda Bennett, characters who pass in fictional works embody prevailing anxieties.3 I 

contend that Imitation indirectly shows ideological issues that speak not only to its individual 

time, but it also serves as a primary cultural artifact, preserving part of our past. Although 

Brown generated positive movements for African-Americans, these are not visible in 

Imitation because as Robert Sklar establishes, dominant cinema keeps “from straying too far 

beyond the remaining stereotypes and formulas” preferred by the middle class.4 Therefore, I 

will argue by analyzing the “passing” “mulatto” Sarah Jane in Imitation and the 

corresponding response to Brown, to prove that Sarah Jane’s life is a metaphor, embodying 

social/racial tensions of the 1950s.  

The past scholarship on Imitation is quite extensive. Analyzing the differences in 1930 

and 1950 melodramas, James G. Butler uses Imitation to trace these differences for women’s 

work and love. Sandy Flitterman-Lewis argues that Sarah Jane as an individual does not stand 

for grim and harsh conflict but she does as a woman. Adrienne Johnson Gosselin argues the 

passing narrative is used for both black and white agendas. Gosselin reads Imitation in context 

to New Negro movements. This analysis provides further historical frameworks that focus on 

the emerging-androgynous woman. Miriam Thaggert argues the African-American women in 

Imitation stand for the “contradictory processes of identification and resistance.”5 Fred 
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Camper and Paul Willemen analyze Imitation in relation to all of Sirk’s other films. Willemen 

extends his analysis further than Camper to focus on the distantiation that frames Imitation, 

this is especially useful as I feel distantiation plays a significant role in the film’s overall 

message. If the film did not use a narrative technique of distancing the audience, its social 

message, and ultimately, my thesis would be invalid. Rainer Werner Fassbinder, tracing both 

the black and white experience, focuses on the characters’ actions as not being one of free 

will, but of necessity. Past scholarship further contributes to my argument that Sarah Jane 

embodies social tensions. 

Before proceeding any further, it is also necessary to examine “passing” historically. 

Today, no other country except the United States has “one-drop” policies and consequently, 

notions of racial “passing” that affect people like Sarah Jane. Furthermore, both of these 

conditions only apply to African-Americans. Under the United States’s “one-drop” policy, 

any individual with any African ancestry is African-American. The one-drop policy speaks to 

the notion of “mulattos,” as socially, they are of mixed blood. Racial “passing” has come to 

pronounce an individual, such as the child Sarah Jane, who denies his/her African ancestry, 

who does not realize his/her African ancestry, or who does not agree with his/her African 

ancestry, as leading people to believe he/she is white, socially. As history is the narrative of 

illogic, it should come as no surprise that people who “pass” are white, physically; but black, 

socially and legally. Biologically, white and black are immaterial because race does not 

actually exist. Additionally, “passing” involves a double standard, placing an unfair burden on 

the African-American. If someone is black with white skin, he/she can fully acknowledge 

their ancestry, but if he/she does not constantly say, “I am black,” he/she is considered to be 

“passing.” American society does not provide a place for “mulattos” because they stand for 
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miscegenation. In Latin American countries, such as Cuba or Brazil, Sarah Jane could take 

pride in saying she a mulatto or colored person. To people in Latin America, these terms do 

not hold any negative connotation.  

Much of the racism that exists in society is based on assumptions and ignorance, as 

indicated by the opening scene of Imitation. This narrative begins on a clear summer day in 

1947 on Coney Island, New York, and establishes the characters’ placements and roles. After 

Annie and Lora visit for a few minutes, Annie offers to be Lora’s maid for only room and 

board. In this scene, Annie and Lora are in separate filmic frames. Lora’s clothes are light and 

closer to white in the color spectrum. Annie’s clothes are dark brown. Lora honestly says, 

“You mean you’d consider leaving that lovely little girl?” “Oh, I wouldn’t be leavin’ her. My 

baby goes where I go.” “Sarah Jane is [emphasized vocally] your child?” As Lora inquires 

about Sarah Jane, her face tightens and the camera zooms in; there is a mixture of shock and 

disgust in her visual and vocal expression. Until this moment Sarah Jane has been “passing.” 

Annie continues, “Yes ma’am. It surprises most people. Sarah Jane favors her daddy. He was 

practically white.” This scene carries notions that are followed throughout Imitation. Lora 

assumes that Sarah Jane could not possibly be Annie’s daughter, who has black skin, because 

Sarah Jane has white skin. The assumption that Sarah Jane is not Annie’s child and the 

negative reaction to finding out the truth, reflect societal tensions towards anything not “pure” 

and straightforward. Unlike these “outsiders,” Lora and Susie both fit the so-called “Aryan” 

type, as they have blond hair and “perfect” features. The issue of miscegenation is brought to 

attention. Was Sarah Jane’s dad a mulatto? Was he really “white”? According to Marina 

Heung, Sarah Jane’s dad has symbolic power in Imitation. Her dad represents further 

ambiguity. And I argue Lora’s shock that Sarah Jane is black parallels the nations shock to 
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Brown. Although Sarah Jane herself is not in this particular scene, the issue of her color and 

her mother and the horrifying responses never escape. Sarah Jane is a magnet for all of these 

social tensions because she does not fit society’s predefined boxes. That Sarah Jane looks 

unhappy, and that Lora never speaks to her in this scene, further indicate Sarah Jane is the 

“passing” character, who embodies social tensions. Furthermore, the Brown decision and the 

legal precedents it created forced society to renegotiate cultural dichotomies; in Imitation, 

these are focused on Sarah Jane.   

One may more easily understand the intense social pressures placed on Sarah Jane if 

one has a grasp on the intense resistance to Brown. Brown was a continuation of Court cases 

from 1938-50 that, for example, outlawed all-white juries (Hernandez vs. Texas), outlawed 

white primaries (Smith vs. Allright), and required African-American students be provided 

admission to graduate and professional programs (e.g., Sweatt vs. Painter). Brown also had 

momentum from African-Americans who had fought overseas, or who had moved North 

during World War I or II and realized how big the gap in the United States South really was. 

Socially, the Brown decision was the first and most important case in the Civil Rights 

Movement that applied across the country. Imitation avoids national movements, yet the 

viewer knows it is these pressures that are focused on Sarah Jane. Sarah Jane adds a face to 

societal problems that had been building for decades. Beginning on May 17, 1954, Brown had 

profound implications and consequences for African-Americans. In Brown, the Justices said, 

“We conclude that, in the field of public education, the doctrine of ‘separate but equal’ has no 

place,” which overturned Cummins vs. County Board of Education (1899).6 Representative 

John Bell Williams of Mississippi labeled this “historic” day “Black Monday,” a symbol of 

his disapproval.  
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Legally, the process of overturning Plessy vs. Ferguson (1896) had begun with Brown. 

In Plessy, the 1896 Court established the “separate but equal” philosophy as national law. (In 

1850, the Massachusetts State Supreme Court--in a ruling involving local education--first 

used “separate but equal.”) The 1896 Court ruled that Homer Plessy, a man of one-eighth 

African ancestry who had white skin, had to sit in the segregated black section when he 

traveled on Louisiana trains. This forced him to accept “black” as an identity. A person with 

any African ancestry, no matter how distant, was now black. Consequently, “one drop” 

policies were uniform across the nation by the 1920s, and segregation rose to its climax in the 

1950s. Furthermore, this case and its repercussions resulted to “witch-hunts,” to find “black” 

blood. To the 1950s society, Sarah Jane’s African ancestry still required her to internalize 

“black” identity. 

In the beginning, as Lora is unlocking her apartment door, she reminds Annie that the 

arrangement can really only last until the morning. Susie is excited and happy to play with her 

new friend. Before they enter, she says she wants to play dolls with Sarah Jane. The hall is 

narrow and dark. Throughout this scene, everyone except Sarah Jane is smiling, excited, and 

hopeful. Her body language indicates her to be a sad, hurt, and lonely outsider. While Sarah 

Jane and Susie begin playing, Lora shows Annie their new “room,” in reality a small closet in 

the back of a small apartment. As Lora gets sheets, the camera zooms into Susie’s room, 

where the two girls are. Susie is looking at two dolls, one black and the other white. Sarah 

Jane has her head bent down looking, not playing, at some blocks in a white box. As the 

camera moves in closer and finally stops, Susie offers Nancy, the black doll, to Sarah Jane. 

After the embarrassed Sarah Jane silently refuses, Susie insists and proceeds to place Nancy 

in the box of blocks Sarah Jane is looking at. Sarah Jane shakes her head again, and she says, 
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“I want that one.” The significance here is that she is pointing to Susie’s white doll, Frieda. 

Sarah Jane grabs Frieda, Susie cries for her mom, and Sarah Jane gets rebuked by her own 

mom for not wanting the black doll. Despite Sara Jane’s crying and refusing, Annie and 

Susie, another child, force her to take the black doll and everything it embodies which is 

further reinforced, as this scene ends with the mother and daughter walking into their closet. 

Furthermore, from the beginning of this scene the emotions are much more complex, tense, 

and unnatural, even when not considering that they are acting.  

For better or worse, this scene is a direct quotation from Kenneth Clark’s and Mamie 

Clark’s doll studies, which played a significant part in Brown’s being handed down. This 

team of psychologists was interested in how children learn about race and what their 

perceptions of racial thought are. Their study with three and seven year-old children showed 

that seventy-five percent were conscious of the difference between “black” and “white,” as 

racial and social categories. They asked the children four questions: 1) “Give me the doll that 

you like to play with or the doll you like best.,” 2) “Give me the doll that is the nice doll.,” 3) 

“Give me the doll that looks bad.,” 4) “Give me the doll that is a nice color.” According to the 

results, “The majority of these Negro children at each age indicated an unmistakable 

preference for the white doll and a rejection of the brown doll.” This case study is included in 

the controversial social science evidence used in Brown. Even worse, in their decision the 

Court said that when black children are not around white children, the black child feels 

inferior. Nonetheless, this study firmly established that people are not born inferior or superior 

to other people.7 The dolls stand for resistance. Scholars also says this study caused increased 

resistance because people said the Court should use law, not sociology and psychology, in 

justifying their opinions.   
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Looking back at Imitation, this scene yet again establishes the tensions embodied 

within Sarah Jane. She does not want to be “black,” but she is forced to be black. As she is a 

“mulatto,” she does not fit in society’s pigeonholes. Thus, this “other” is a scapegoat. By 

Sarah Jane rejecting but being forced to take the black doll, the screen writers are displaying 

the prevailing thought that African-Americans were distinctly different and undeserving of 

“whiteness.” Even more, forcing Sarah Jane to live in the back, even after the Brown ruling, 

indicates she is not welcome into white society. Like this study indicated, Sarah Jane was 

conscious of racial issues and poverty.  

The dominant white culture, especially in the so-called “Solid South,” viewed Brown 

as a threat and probably viewed Imitation as a scandal. With the Brown ruling and the 

resulting Civil Rights Movement, racial issues could no longer be ignored. Hollywood took 

several years to develop Imitation, but on the other hand, newspaper responses were 

immediate and devastating. Examining newspaper headlines is one important way to discover 

societal tensions. Organized political resistance, while not taking as long as Hollywood, took 

somewhat longer. Charles Clotfelter’s research points not only to the physical and 

psychological resistance caused by Brown, but he also points to Southern political resistance, 

including their Southern Manifesto (1956). Progress met resistance. 

On May 18, 1954, the Florence Morning News’s (Florence, South Carolina) has an 

all-capped, banner headline that goes wall to wall; it reads “Lengthy Delay Still Likely: HIGH 

COURT BARS SEGREGATION.” This front page carries seven stories related to the Brown 

ruling. One of the headlines boldly announces “1896 Decision Struck Down.” Another says, 

“Byrnes ‘Shocked’ By Court’s Ruling.” Governor James F. Byrnes, formerly a Supreme 

Court Justice, says, “I am shocked to learn that the court has reversed itself.” He says the 
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Court has confirmed that “separate but equal” is not a violation of Constitutional 

requirements, and that they will do it again soon. In the middle of the paper is a picture of a 

white teacher with her white pupils. The caption says, “Court’s Order Would End This.” 

Imitation expresses this same shock of an all “white” classroom discovering a “white” but 

secretly “black” student “passing” among them. It is more than clear from the abundance of 

headlines that this ruling devastated Southern mores. All of these headlines display resistance 

and the hope that somehow Brown would go away. 

Lora and Annie have a conversation about Sarah Jane and Susie having compared 

their blood--to see if black and white blood were the same--then the camera changes scenes. It 

is a new day; we are taken to the front of a public school during a snowstorm. The camera 

then transitions to an elementary classroom where the teacher is telling her students about the 

various names for Santa Claus around the world. On a side note, the teacher gives Sinter 

Klaas as the example for what Santa Claus is called in Holland. The etymology of Sinter 

Klaas is interesting. It means “mysterious helpers with black faces and colorful outfits.” The 

meaning of this traces back to a word for evil. The teacher’s lecture is interrupted by a knock 

on the door. Annie has come to bring Sarah Jane her coat and hat. The teacher is immediately 

confused and is certain Annie has made a mistake. The teacher says, “I have [emphasizing] no 

little colored girl in my class.” Sarah Jane located at her desk, near the back of the room, 

ducks and peers from behind a book, which is open to a page showing a black and white cow. 

This is important because “mulatto” derives from the Spanish word for cow. Annie looks 

over, spots her, and calls, “There’s my baby!” The teacher has an appalled, sour look, as she 

places her hand over her heart. She is literally horrified, much more than Lora’s was at the 

beach. Sarah Jane runs out of the room into the snow without any protection from the snow 
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and temperature. Annie follows her, questioning her actions. As they are running out the 

entire picture is blurry except for a prominent, red fire-hydrant that takes one-fourth of the 

screen, symbolizing past, present, and future danger. After talking to her mother for a few 

seconds, Sarah Jane declares, “I hope I die!” because the class now knows she is black.  

When Annie and Sarah Jane get back to Lora’s apartment, Annie explains to Lora that, 

“Sarah Jane’s been passin’ at school…pretending she’s white.” Annie is greatly disturbed by 

Sarah Jane’s innocent lack of action. Moreover, her reaction fits the social context of Brown. 

Even in places such as New York, where laws forbad segregation, de facto segregation was 

very common. Regardless of geographical location and its corresponding laws, societies are 

not comfortable with issues which resist definition, such as Sarah Jane’s “race” in the United 

States and Imitation. Sarah Jane adds, “I’m as white as Susie.” When she says this half of her 

face is in light, and half of her face is in darkness. Even though the teacher welcomes 

multiculturalism when she is talking about Santa Claus with a Christmas tree and ornaments 

that symbolize love and happiness, the teacher does not care to have white and black children 

in her classroom. This teacher expresses the same kind of shock displayed in the newspapers, 

making Sarah Jane the black doll. The United Sates still sought to have a homogenous nation 

biologically, socially, and economically. It was not until the 1960s and 1970s that 

multiculturalism and diversity were truly accepted and intergraded into curricula and culture.        

Aiken Standard and Review’s (Aiken, South Carolina) front-page headline on May 18, 

1954 reads “Deep South Expresses Opposition To Ruling.” This article states that every 

Southern state has united in agreement to protest and resist the Brown decision. It is 

interesting that next to this headline is a headline that says, “Negro Admits Fatally Killing 

Farm Couple.” Although having “fatally” and “killing” together is redundant, it reinforces the 
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negative headline. Furthermore, it “justifies” the Southern viewpoint that African-Americans 

are violent and criminal, thus needing separation from the “pure” “white” culture. The May 

19, 1954, issue quotes L. Bates, who was running for governor, as saying, “Today the 

Supreme Court of the United States struck down our way of life as we have known it for the 

past eighty years.” Bates made a plea that white South Carolinians unite to find a solution to 

this problem.  

Mississippi and South Carolina, along with other states demonstrated how serious 

these tensions were as they decided to close their entire public school system. In the case of 

Virginia, Prince Edwards County school district closed for about five years, 1959-1963. 

Significantly, Prince Edwards County was one of the five districts sued under Brown. An 

editorial in “The Progress-Index, Petersburg-Colonial Heights, Virginia” on January 13, 1960, 

is revealing. Apparently, some African-American children received opportunities to attend a 

private school in Prince Edwards Country but local whites threatened to burn an African-

American family’s house down. “It is said that Negro parents have been warned to steer clear 

of such private schools.” The picture next to this article is further fascinating. A group of men 

are running up the hill. In between them are posts in the ground with signs on top. The signs 

read: Italy, USA, France, Germany, and England. There are men at the hill’s top and men 

running towards the top; everyone is pushing this huge Nazi flag, with the swastika in the 

middle and at the top, into the ground. The flag also says, “Anti-Semitism.” While this image 

is not a direct sign of resistance to Brown, it shows tensions and prejudice towards any 

“other,” non-white were common. All of society’s social “others” were (and remain) in the 

same social category. Since 1492, when Christopher Columbus first lumped all indigenous 
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Native Americans together as the same, society lumps all Catholics, Jews, African-

Americans, immigrants, and many others as being the same.    

Nineteen United States Southern Senators and eighty-one United States Southern 

Legislators, for example, responded with Declaration of Constitutional Principles: The 

Southern Manifesto (1956), as a direct attack on Brown. After a few months of preparation, it 

was presented to Congress on March 12, 1956. This “declaration” while it does not imply 

revolution, does clearly parallel The Declaration of Independence (1776) both in name and in 

structure. The Southern Manifesto says the Supreme Court acted illegally and made an 

unwarranted ruling in territory out of its jurisdiction. It seems they forgot that constitutionally, 

the Supreme Court is the highest power and can do no wrong for a given time, as laws are a 

contemporary response. This group of Congressmen and Congresswomen from Alabama, 

Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, 

Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia cite the Plessy decision as having deep historical and social 

roots. It “became a part of the life of the people of many of the States and confirmed their 

habits, customs, traditions, and way of life.” As eleven different states are represented in this 

document it is clear that the anti-Brown feelings were widespread.  

On March 12, 1956, the issue of Florence Morning News (Florence, South Carolina), 

discusses this Manifesto from the supportive Southern perspective. On March 12, the day 

leaders presented it to Congress, their headline reads “Dixie Group Serves School Fight 

Notice: Manifesto Rakes Decision of Court.” By choosing the word, “Dixie” the article draws 

a clear line between the North and South, reminiscent of the Civil War. A picture of Senator 

Strom Thurmond and his wife is positioned to the left of this article. Thurmond declared any 

discussion about improving race relations or any efforts at desegregation propaganda that was 
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attempting to destroy the united South. For African-Americans, such as Thurgood Marshall 

and Sarah Jane, Brown was not propaganda. This article also explains that Senator Wayne 

Morse proposed Southerners draft a constitutional amendment that would make segregation 

the law. Also on March 12, 1956, The Delta Democrat-Times (Greenville, Mississippi) 

describes the possibility of Southern Democrats creating a new, third, political party if 

Northern Democrats did not alter their strong support for school integration efforts. Clearly, 

Southern governments made many efforts at resisting Brown and African-Americans. It is no 

coincidence that the worst Southern protests followed this Manifesto. 

Although not as violent, nor as well known as the protest in Little Rock, efforts at 

school desegregation had trouble near Fort Worth, Texas, too. Mansfield School District was 

set to integrate their small student body in the fall of 1956. Similar to Little Rock, seven 

hundred protestors prevented African-Americans’ entry into school. Businesses in downtown 

closed so their employees and owners could join the mob action. White protestors blocked 

roads hoping to block the NAACP from entering town and intervening. Allan Shivers, 

governor of Texas, not only supported local whites but ordered the Texas Rangers to assist in 

keeping African-Americans out. Eisenhower did not intervene in this earlier case. These 

African-American students did not enjoy the liberty of having their rights enforced until 1965.   

Although Imitation carefully avoids any contemporary political references, the 

innocent Sarah Jane symbolically stands against all one hundred signers of the Manifesto. 

Furthermore, all of the resistance described in this paper is embodied and forced onto the 

“scapegoat” Sarah Jane. Experiencing life’s lessons and problems through a child is a 

common narrative device for fiction. “Living in a nonsegregated environment…, surrounded 
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by the glamour of Lora’s world of the theater, it is inconceivable that Sarah Jane would be 

made to feel inferior....”8 

   Even as Sarah Jane ages, she continues to push social boundaries by “passing,” thus 

causing and standing for resistance. Sarah Jane is out at night on a dark, practically abandoned 

back street waiting for her white boyfriend, Frankie. Just before this scene, Imitation made it 

clear that Sarah Jane was Lora’s “slave.” Frankie agrees they can talk but insists they stay on 

the street corner. Sarah Jane makes a proposal to Frankie that they run away and start a new 

life because of her family troubles. Frankie responds positively, but his tone foreshows his 

next action.  

 Frankie:  Just tell me one thing…Is it true?...Is your mother a nigger? Tell me! 
TELL ME!!  

 Sarah Jane: What differences does it make? You love me… 
 Frankie:  [sternly] All the kids talking behind my back? Is it true? 
 Sarah Jane: No! 
 Frankie:  Are you black? 
 Sarah Jane: [screaming and crying] No, I’m as white as you! 
 Frankie: [screaming] You’re lying!  

Frankie proceeds to slap, throw, and punch Sarah Jane at least six times, who is wearing a 

yellow dress, thus symbolizing her sexuality. He rejects and abandons her on the street, lying 

in a puddle of water, like a broken doll who has once again been forced to accept the 

“inferior” black identity. This scene’s intensity is reflected and magnified in both the music 

and the mirror-like surfaces. Apparently, Sarah Jane did not learn her “lesson” when she got 

in trouble for “passing” as white at school. That time she had compared her whiteness to 

Susie.   

This scene speaks to miscegenation, also a fear of the 1950s that was intensified with 

Brown because white and black children would, ideally, be in the same classrooms. Even 

more, I argue this general tension of miscegenation is allegory and parallels the fear of Brown. 
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Brown demanded “social miscegenation,” so to speak. Furthermore, this scene in Imitation is 

like a mirror image of a real life event that occurred in 1955 and became an important symbol 

for the Civil Rights Movement. Although not directly connected to Brown, it was yet another 

event in a period of heightened tensions generated by movements during the 1950s. Emmett 

Till, an African-American man, allegedly whistled at a white woman. Consequently, he was 

killed and dumped into the Tallahatchie River. An all-white jury quickly acquitted his alleged 

murders. Being after Brown, Till’s death stood for something new and different. Furthermore, 

this parallels to Imitation in the general fear of miscegenation, but it is made more ambiguous 

in this narrative. Miscegenation, unlike in Latin America, has been a fear in the United States 

for about a century. In 1925, Imperial Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan Dr. Hiram Wesley Evans, 

a Texas dentist, said: 

We believe that the pioneers who built America bequeathed to their children a priority 
right to it, the control of it, and of its future…We believe that ours…should remain the 
same kind that was ‘brought forth upon this continent.’ Also, we believe that races of 
men are as distinct as breeds of animals; that any mixture between races of any great 
divergences is evil; that the American stock…has proved its value. 

 
Gosselin says Sarah Jane’s “body bears the stigma of relations unsanctionable in the United 

States.” The KKK and the dominant white culture in the United States sought a homogenous, 

unchanging culture. The Brown ruling challenged and legally revised historic notions that 

Annie, Laura, and Susie and their society wanted to maintain. They wanted people such as the 

child Sarah Jane to be “separate but unequal.” Brown attracted especially strong resistance 

because it affected children first and foremost. Anti-miscegenation laws were not struck down 

until 1967 in the United States Supreme Court’s Loving vs. Virginia. 

The 1950s--not unlike other decades--were a time of change. To this contemporary 

society’s hopes and fears, Brown was a legitimate concern, as it did not come close to 
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aligning with their everyday mores. A tidal wave of resistance followed in society. In 

Imitation, even though Susie’s and Sarah Jane’s childhood experiment reveal their blood to be 

in fact the same, society forces Sarah Jane to be black and she consequently, is always fleeing. 

All of Sarah Jane’s attempts to pass for white, for example, at school and in social 

relationships, ultimately, fail; thus, they illustrate situations African-Americans faced even 

with the Brown ruling. Sarah Jane as a “passing” character and as a “mulatto,” stood for 

societal tensions. Furthermore, Sarah Jane is forced to be what studies indicate black dolls 

stand for, an “inferior” outsider, who is unfairly judged by whites because of her so-called 

black race. Sarah Jane and African-Americans in the 1950s were forced to internalize the 

black doll.  
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End Notes 

 
1 Cited in Eric Foner and Randall Kennedy, “Brown at 50,” The Nation, http://hnn.us/ 

roundup/entries/5229.html, (accessed 7 January 2008). 
 
2 Cited in Joseph R. Colin, The American Past: A Survey of American History Volume II: Since 1865 

(Belmont, CA: Thomson/Wadsworth, 2004), 691. 
 
3 Donald Bogle, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in 

American Films (New York, NY: The Continuum International Publishing Group, 2001), 9; and Juda Bennett, 
The Passing Figure: Racial Confusion in Modern American Literature (New York, NY: Peter Lang, 1998), 30-
31, 35-37, 95. 

 
4 Robert Sklar, Movie-Made American: A Cultural History of American Movies (New York, NY: 

Vintage Books, 1994), 58, 91.  
 

5 Thaggert, Miriam, “Divided Images: Black Females Spectatorship and John Stahl’s Imitation of Life,” 
African America Review 32, no. 3 (1998): 481-492.  

 
6 Cummins stated that “separate but equal” absolutely policies do apply to public education. 
 
7 Kenneth B. Clark, “How Children Learn About Race,” in The Eyes on the Prize Civil Rights Reader: 

Documents, Speeches, and Firsthand Accounts for the Black Freedom Struggle, 1954-1990, ed. Clayborne 
Carson et al. (New York: Penguin Books, 1991), 74-81. 

 
8 Lindsay Patterson, Black Films and Film-Makers A Comprehensive Anthology from Stereotype to 

Superhero (New York, NY: Dodd, Mead, and Company, 1975), 41. 
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